WINDOW AWNING DA22 & 32

WINDOW AWNING
DA22 & DA32
DA22 and DA32 are modern, compact and stylish awnings to suit most buildings. DA32 is fitted with
an elegant aluminium cassette to protect the fabric against rain and dirt. The drop arms have adjustable springs for correct fabric tension. Indoor or outdoor operation with polyester tape with the extra
option to motorise the awning.

WINDOW AWNINGS

DA22 & DA32

DIMENSIONS (m)

DA32
A drop arm awning with cassette.

Standard colours

Mounting
The awning can easily be mounted directly
into the window-sills, on the wall or in a
cornische. If needed, adjustable brackets can
be mounted to adjust the awning into the
window sills in depth by 45–185 mm.
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Awning Hardware
The awning hardware with details can be
ordered in 3 standard colours: White, Grey
and structured Black. With longer delivery
time, any RAL colour is available.
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Awning fabric
Choose from a wide collection of both
plain and striped fabrics.
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The DA32 awning is equipped
with an aluminium cassette to
protect against rain and dirt.

Operation
Indoor or outdoor operation with polyester tape is standard. To store and protect
the tape, the awning can easily be supplemented by a tape collector.
Optionally, operation can be made with
crank or motor. The motor can be supplemented by automation, ie remote control or
sun and wind automation.

Drop arms
The arms are produced in extruded aluminium and the arm components in diecast
zinc. For the best fabric tension, our drop
arms have adjustable springs.
Wind secured drop arms are recommended if the awning is exposed to strong
winds.
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DA22
A drop arm awning without cassette.
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DA22 without cassette.

According to EN13561
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Side view DA22
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Designed front profile.
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Standard front profile.
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Side view DA32

® Registered Trademark of Hunter Douglas Scandinavia AB, Sweden.

Arm projection 		
0,5-1,0
Max width 		
3,2 per unit
Series connection
10,0 with motor
Wind class
3					

